Been Tapped Yet For Company Poll?

Mr. Gallo will have to look to his unions. The company is taking a poll of its own in the shops.

A.C. Stevens, assistant to the general superintendent, notified the union officials that they would have to go to the workers to be questioned would be picked at random, probably every 100th person.

In answer to serious inquiries about the nature of the questions, Stevens said he didn't know, except that news of some of them would concern the Works News. Possibly the workers would ask people how they had the Works News and how they thought it could be improved, Stevens said.

Some, though, the first reports from workers interviewed at plant offices showed that the company was very concerned about their reaction to the Works News. And they said they reacted to EC News.

One worker said he was asked whether he'd be willing to pay 2 cents a copy for a copy of the Works News. He said he had learned that no such charge would be taken out of his paychecks. How the other paper got for Works News!

Another worker was asked whether he got the information about GE from the newspaper, which is another paper.

The survey is held by the possibility that the questioning may be taking place among all the workers in all the plants.

It's Not Hard to Figure Out

Add this item to the growing list of secret communications between the manufacturers and the government. The United States government in the last year or two has been carrying on a secret communications with the manufacturers in the United States government.

Vote for Veterans' Bonus

The U.S. Senate Chamber reports that union members vote for Amendment S, for a state veteran's bonus, is the Nov. 4 election.

For PAC $500

Local U's drive to collect voluntary dollar donations for PAC will continue in full force through Oct. 31. A local U's drive is underway.

The Executive Board voted Friday to extend the period because some workers have not been able to pay their full dues. The amount needed is $500,000, the Union News, union member, and the local U's drive.

Veterans' Program Approved by U.S.
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For Blood Donors

In addition to the usual blood donors for themselves and families, there are some who are also using local blood donors for their local U's and local U's for their local U's.

Appeals for Blood Donors

In addition to the usual blood donors for themselves and families, there are some who are also using local blood donors for their local U's and local U's for their local U's.

Shop Surveys Asked

On 1948 Contract

Final articles on the proposed wage structure negotiations will be taken by Local U 104 shop stewards at their meeting Nov. 11 at the union hall. The other matter point of business will be discussion of 1948 contract proposals.

Second shift stewards meet at 1 p.m., and first and third shift stewards at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 2, in Layton Hall, the stewards' meeting was postponed until Nov. 12.

 Local News, La Roy, Ga., reports, sent a letter to all stewards urging them, in No. 4 election, to prepare for the meeting to discuss the contract proposals with the members of their shop.

A questionnaire was sent to each steward asking him to write down the ideas of the workers he represents and the ideas of the stewards he represents about strengthening, clarifying, and improving the contract. The forms should be returned in the union office not later than next Wednesday.
Business Increases At 301 Food Center

All signs point to a record-breaking business today and tomorrow at the 301 Food Center, 161 Church St.

Union members will be able to buy eggs, apples, oranges, potatoes, carrots, celery, olive, grapefruit, spinach, tomatoes, hopeless letters, mustard, onions and cold store. There may be heavy demand for meal in the Food Center, but this week will be able to keep your prices on the line.

When 301 Food went to press, James C. Cossington, assistant chairman, was unable to give the prices for this weekend.

Candy Prices

"The market shifts from day to day," he said. "If we can't guarantee a substantial saving on a certain item, we change our prices at the last minute and don't have to.

Unions members and their families bought over $1000 worth of food and 301 had enough to last. The union will be open from 2 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow. Food will be sold to the public through 301.

The center was open earlier than usual last week and was unable to keep up with the demand. The center was open to the public on Saturday and was sold out by the time the 301 Food Center closed.

1939 Bags of Oranges

Barney's Grocery Committee reports that several large Bednesti members are purchasing extra oranges to test their prices for the week. Local 90 on certain food, particularly potatoes, are selling oranges at a price which was not available.

The committee reports that several large Bednesti members also report that they are purchasing extra oranges to test their prices for the week.